Postdoc Openings- BASF Open Research Center NAO  
- Polymers Kyoto University, Japan

We are the world's leading chemical company because we offer intelligent solutions for our customers and for a sustainable future. We link and develop people with diverse talents all over the world. For you, this means a variety of ways to advance. Not only your performance but also your personality matter to us. At BASF, careers develop from opportunities.

Be part of innovation and start your career with the chemical industry at one of our Asia partner universities, and in collaboration with our recently established and fast growing campus in Shanghai. In combination with your knowledge in polymer science, you will work in the laboratory of Kyoto University or Sichuan University and in close collaboration with project leader from BASF.

**What you can expect**
Being part of the research project at Kyoto University or Sichuan University, you will design new advanced polymeric systems and processing. Collaborating with global R&D teams of BASF, you will be able to develop your international experience and your competencies – key success factors for your future career. You will also get the opportunity to discover BASF and the various career possibilities at The Chemical Company. This Postdoc is your chance to be prepared for a career at BASF. We provide priority hiring to candidates in the early stages of the NAO program for job openings in the Global BASF R&D platforms.

**What we expect**
You will either graduate soon or you have already got a PhD in material science, polymer science, or chemical engineering. You have rich research experience in organic / inorganic hybrid polymer systems or polymer processing. Furthermore, you have excellent communication skills in English. You take initiatives and feel comfortable working in an international team. You are cooperative and responsible as well as a good team player. In addition, you are able to conduct research independently, to identify problems and to solve them.

**We offer**
Responsibility from day one in a challenging work environment and "on-the-job" training as part of a committed team.  
Competitive compensation including attractive benefits as well as excellent career opportunities in an international company.

**To apply**
Please send your CV to miao.a.shi@basf.com